The following courses are intended for U.S. audiences. Please note that all the rest of the courses are suitable for International Audiences.

**FINANCE**

FM11: The Basic Principles of General Accounting  
FM12: Increase Your Knowledge of Banking and Investment  
FM14: Improve Your Knowledge of Trust Accounting  
FM20: Insights into Special Accounting Issues  
FM22: How to Plan for a Personal, Successful Retirement  
FM25: The Ins and Outs of Payroll, Taxes and Reporting  
FM30: Advanced 401(k) Planning and Strategies  
FM33: Understanding Legal Organization Structures

**HUMAN RESOURCES**

HR23: Examining the Latest Updates in HR Law  
HR26: Accommodations and Leaves of Absence: Law Firms Confronting the FMLA and ADA  
HR31: Marijuana in the Workplace: Practicum Workshop  
HR35: Caregiving and the Impact on the Law Firm

**LEGAL INDUSTRY**

LI22: First 400 Days of Trump Administration: Interactive Analysis of Impact on Your Firm and Real Estate  
LI23: The Rising Tide of Pay Claims: How the Wave of Law Firm Litigation is Bringing Attention to Pay Gap  
LI32: Bright Insights: Shedding Light on the Challenges and Trends Facing Today’s Legal Sector